Easy Q
EasyQ is a powerful
Learning Management
System add-on that can
be either embedded in
your LMS or integrated
using our cloud based
service. It allows users
to create customized
web-based and SCORM
2004 compliant quizzes
and surveys around their
own course materials.
Quizzes or surveys are
created in minutes and
are available online to
students.
Instructors can create
online quizzes, tests,
and activities. Each
response can have a
specific score value, and
immediate feedback and
custom explanations can
be provided. Teachers
can access results as
email, sent to a SCORM
compliant Database, or
in an Excel sheet format.

Quiz
The EasyDash component is a perfect choice for both SQL beginners and experienced query writers. It renders all SQL features, such as sub-queries and unions,
very easy to accomplish and provides the professional user with everything he or she
needs to efficiently work with SQL queries. The interface of EasyDash is similar to
MS Access and SQL Server’s visual query building interface, so it is already familiar
to most database users.
By embedding or integrating EasyDash into your product, you can make it easy for
beginners and provide a powerful tool for professionals.

Powerful Quiz Administration
► Set up a cheating-prevented exam with time limit, question randomization and
answer shuffle.
► Create a protected quiz by domain hosting limit, password or build-in accounts
► Measure performance with partial scoring scheme or score-based grading system
► Provide feedback for answer/ question/ quiz or instant report on tests
► Automatic Quiz Results Tracking all quiz data including answers, scores and
participants can be sent to the LMS easily
► Smart Quiz Statistic Reporting Instructors can easily access to view all quizzes
with detailed questions, answers, scores and other participants' performance, and
manage all quiz contents and all quiz participants in arrangement as needed.
► Embed/ Integrate EasyQ can be either embedded into you current application or
can be integrated using a cloud based service
► Multiple Question types including multiple choice, true/ false, drag and drop, fill in
the blanks etc.

Survey
Replace your traditional low-tech, paper-based or phone-based data collection
methods with a real time web-based survey system. In minutes, and using the
speed and flexibility of the Internet, create, edit, and field professional marketing
research web surveys to your audience using your browser.
Eliminate the need for expensive software, network administration, and programming expertise. Host the software on your own server or use MindGrid’s EasyQ
Cloud service. With the most attractive feature-to-price ratio in the industry, EasyQ
can dramatically reduce your research collection costs.
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Unlimited number of questions, answers and surveys Real-time Refresh
Quick and simple survey builder
Downloadable results (MS Word, Open office)
Question builder with question preview & spell checker
Multiple choice matrix questions
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